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Synopsis

Initiates fitting (optimization). The command [B]RUN is equivalent.

Syntax

sherpa> {[B]FIT | [B]RUN} [<dataset range> | ALLSETS] [ID]

FIT and RUN are used in initiate fitting of all appropriate source and
background datasets (i.e., those for which SOURCE and/or BACKGROUND
model stacks have been defined), while BFIT and BRUN are used to
initiate fitting of appropriate background datasets only.

<dataset range> = # (or more generally #:#,#:#, etc.) such that #
specifies a dataset number and #:# represents an inclusive range of
datasets; one may specify multiple inclusive ranges by separating them
with commas. The default is to fit all appropriate datasets. The ID
modifier is used if and only if the Sherpa state object variable
multiback is set to 1, i.e., if more than one background dataset is to
be associated with a single source dataset. The ID modifier may be any
unreserved string (e.g., A, foo, etc.), i.e., a string that is not a
parsable command.

In CIAO 3.1 the definition of INSTRUMENT BACK is required for fitting
PHA data if either background file or background models have been
defined. INSTRUMENT BACK is set automatically when the PHA data file is
input to Sherpa, however it is deleted if the NEW background file is
input for a given data set. Thus the new INSTRUMENT BACK has to be
defined on the command line before starting a simultaneous fit with the
new background file.

Description

Fitting may also be initiated via the Sherpa/S−Lang module function run_fit. (This is equivalent to FIT; there
is no module function equivalent of BFIT in CIAO 3.0.)

Example 1

Fit a source model to one dataset:

sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
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sherpa> PARAMPROMPT OFF
Model parameter prompting is off
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> SOURCE 1 = modela
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> FIT

The fourth command, SOURCE 1 = modela, defines the Sherpa model POLY as the source model to be used
for fitting dataset number 1. The last command, FIT, fits source model number 1 to its corresponding dataset.
For this example, the following command is equivalent to the last command:

sherpa> FIT 1

Example 2

Fit a source model to one dataset, when multiple source models have been defined:

sherpa> ERASE ALL
sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> GAUSS[modelb]
sherpa> SOURCE 1 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 2 = modelb
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> FIT 1

The last command fits source model number 1 to its corresponding dataset. Note that source model number 2
does not have a corresponding dataset, and so no fitting for this model will be performed; thus for this
example, the following command is equivalent to the last command:

sherpa> FIT

Example 3

Fit a source model to one dataset, when multiple source models have been defined and multiple datasets have
been input:

sherpa> ERASE ALL
sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 2 example2.dat
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> GAUSS[modelb]
sherpa> SOURCE 1 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 2 = modelb
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> FIT 1

The last command fits source model number 1 to its corresponding dataset. Note that source model number 2
is not fit to its corresponding dataset, because only source model number 1 is specified in the FIT command.
In this example, the following commands could be issued to fit source model number 2 to its corresponding
dataset:

sherpa> GUESS SOURCE 2
sherpa> FIT 2

Note that the GUESS SOURCE 2 command is issued, in order to start the initial parameter values and ranges,
of source model number 2, at estimates based on the input dataset number 2. See the GUESS command for
futher information.
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Example 4

Independently fit the same model shape to different datasets:

sherpa> ERASE ALL
sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 2 example2.dat
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> POLY[modelb]
sherpa> SOURCE 1 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 2 = modelb
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> THAW modelb.2 modelb.3
sherpa> GUESS SOURCE 2
sherpa> FIT

The last command fits source model number 1 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 1), and fits source
model number 2 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 2). In this example, source models 1 and 2 are
the same model, but with separate and independent parameters. The GUESS SOURCE 2 command is issued
in order to start the initial parameter values and ranges, of source model number 2, at estimates based on the
input dataset number 2. See the GUESS command for futher information. For this example, the following
commands are equivalent to the last command:

sherpa> FIT 1,2
sherpa> FIT 1:2
sherpa> FIT ALLSETS

Example 5

Perform a joint fit of two datasets using the same source model:

sherpa> ERASE ALL
sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 2 example2.dat
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> SOURCE 1:2 = modela
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> FIT

The last command fits source model number 1 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 1), and fits source
model number 2 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 2). In this example, source models 1 and 2 are
the same model, with shared parameters. For this example, the following commands are equivalent to the last
command:

sherpa> FIT 1,2
sherpa> FIT 1:2
sherpa> FIT ALLSETS

Note that in this example, the command FIT 1 would have fit the source model only to dataset number 1; the
command FIT 2 would have fit the source model only to dataset number 2.

Example 6

Independently fit the same model shape to different datasets, but link one source model parameter to another:

sherpa> ERASE ALL
sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 2 example2.dat
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> POLY[modelb]
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sherpa> SOURCE 1 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 2 = modelb
sherpa> modelb.c0 => modela.c0
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> FIT

The last command fits source model number 1 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 1), and fits source
model number 2 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 2). In this example, source models 1 and 2 are
the same model, but with separate and independent parameters, for all parameters except c0. Parameter c0 is a
shared parameter, as set by the parameter expression, in the eighth command (see the CREATE command for
further information on model parameter expressions). For this example, the following commands are
equivalent to the last command:

sherpa> FIT 1,2
sherpa> FIT 1:2
sherpa> FIT ALLSETS

Example 7

Perform a joint fit of some (but not all) input datasets using the same source model:

sherpa> ERASE ALL
sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 2 example2.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 3 example3.dat
sherpa> READ DATA 4 example4.dat
sherpa> POLY[modela]
sherpa> SOURCE 1 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 2 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 3 = modela
sherpa> SOURCE 4 = modela
sherpa> THAW modela.2 modela.3
sherpa> FIT 2,3

The last command fits source model number 2 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 2), and fits source
model number 3 to its corresponding dataset (dataset number 3). In this example, source models 2 and 3 are
the same model, with shared parameters. Note that because source models 1 through 4 are all the same model,
with shared parameters, one may specify to simultaneously fit to any of the input datasets. The command

sherpa> FIT 1,4

fits the source model to datasets number 1 and 4. The command

sherpa> FIT 2:4

(or FIT 2,3,4) fits the source model to datasets number 2, 3, and 4. The command

sherpa> FIT 1:4

(or FIT 1,2,3,4, or FIT, or FIT ALLSETS) fits the source model to all of the input datasets.

Example 8

Perform a fit to a background dataset:

sherpa> READ DATA 1 example1.dat
sherpa> READ BACK 1 example1_back.dat
sherpa> SOURCE 1 = POLY[modela]
sherpa> BACKGROUND 1 = POLY[modelb]
sherpa> BFIT 1

The command BFIT instructs Sherpa to fit modelb to the input background data only, ignoring the source data
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and source model stack. For this example, the following commands are equivalent to the last command:

sherpa> BFIT

or

sherpa> SOURCE 1 = 
sherpa> FIT 1        # or simply FIT

Bugs

See the Sherpa bug pages online for an up−to−date listing of known bugs.

See Also

sherpa
autoest, background, create, create_model, createparamset, freeze, get_defined_models,
get_model_params, get_models, get_num_par, get_par, get_stackexpr, getx, gety, guess, instrument,
integrate, is_paramset, jointmode, kernel, lineid, linkparam, mdl, modelexpr, modelstack,
nestedmodel, noise, paramprompt, paramset, pileup, rename, run_fit, set_par, set_paramset,
set_stackexpr, source, thaw, truncate, unlink
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